CNC Machines

The Autopulit CNC polishing machines are highly versatile. Their capacity, flexibility and technology make it possible to finish, brush and polish a wide variety of pieces that previously required special solutions.

Rotary Transfer Polishing Machines

The wide range of numerically controlled machines increases the available options by Autopulit. Their capacity, flexibility and technology make it possible to finish, brush and polish a wide variety of pieces which previously required special solutions.

Deburring Machines

Single head or transfer CNC machines for deburring, chamfering and radius of cylindrical, straight helical or conical cut gears. Installations for long run series for wide variety runs and specifications for short series, very high precision aerospace and wind power generation gears. Automatic load/unload integration with robots, manipulators, magazines, etc. Software developed for automatic, on-machine set-up as well as off-line programming for CAM applications. A variety of tools can be installed to suit each application: high speed mills, abrasive discs, brushes, etc.
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